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Klass (TS Al Malik x Karmaa) and Daniella Dierks Work 
Cattle in the Pages River at the Alabama Farm. Recalling 
Horsefly Films’ first visit to Mulawa, Jen Miller says, “Klass 
is just such an honest horse. He’s game for anything we ask 
of him — and we’ve dreamed up a lot of shots! I think my best 
filming memory with Klass was putting him in the Pages River 
at Alabama and watching him cut and gather cattle in and 
out of the water. He loved his job and we must have asked 
him to gallop through that water with all those less-than-
cooperative cows at least 25 to 30 times!”

M u l a w a  A r a b i a n  S t u d

b y  S c o t t  b e n j a m i n  ·  p h o t o s  b y  s t u a r t  v e s t y

Klass9

On the 14th of January 2003, a postcard-perfect Australian summer day, a highly anticipated arrival was causing excitement 

at Mulawa Arabian Stud outside of Sydney. Jane Farrell recalls, “Greg insisted we visit the foaling paddock, as he had 

‘something very special to show me.’ This was not a phrase used by Greg without sincere intention. We arrived at the 

paddock to find a commanding grey colt standing behind his dam. As we approached, he slowly walked into the open 

space and just stood there — incredibly complete and elegant. He was a remarkably composed foal, seemingly studying us 

as much as we were admiring him. We knew he was special from the very start.”

Brochure Inside Front cover
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Aptly named Klass, this promising 
young colt became an integral part 

of the Mulawa Arabian Stud journey in the 
30th year of the family farm’s existence. He 
was the fourth full sibling sired by Brazilian 
National Champion TS Al Malik out of 
his beloved dam Karmaa, a daughter of 
World Champion Kaborr and U.S. National 
Reserve Champion AN Marieta. 

Karmaa, affectionately known as the 
“Queen of Mulawa,” was held in high 
esteem by everyone who had the pleasure 
to know and care for her. Discovered in the 
1989 Tom Chauncey Sale in Scottsdale by 
a honeymooning Greg and Julie, Karmaa 
epitomized everything the Farrells valued 
in an Arabian mare. “Karmaa was the most 
beautifully feminine, elegant, affectionate, 
and respectful mare,” reflects Greg Farrell. 
“We had high expectations for her as a 
broodmare, and in the 26 years she lived 
with us at Mulawa, she created the largest 
and most influential dam family in the 
program, still represented by almost thirty 
females in four generations of descendants.” 
International judge Cindy Reich of the 
U.S. had this to say about Karmaa, “I was 
honored to see Karmaa in her later years; she 
just blew me away. You know those special 
mares the minute you see them. There is 
something different — something ethereal, 
rare. Karmaa was one of “those” mares.” 
Tom Schoukens, a leading international 
trainer from Schoukens Training Center in 
Belgium “feels very fortunate” to have seen 
Karmaa late in her life. “This mare has left 
a long-lasting impression on me. She was 
definitely one of the most beautiful mares I 
have ever seen.” Still feeling the ache of her 
loss in January 2015, Julie still considers 
Karmaa “the love of her life.” 

Karmaa was one of the principal mares 
in mind for TS Al Malik when he was 
purchased by the Farrells at yet another 
Scottsdale, seven years later in 1996. “TS 

Klass (TS Al Malik x Karmaa by Kaborr), portrayed above in 
2011, and on facing page in March of 2015. 

Klass9

Jacaranda trees at Alabama, 
Mulawa’s main breeding facility near 
Scone, Australia.
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Al Malik was chosen for the Mulawa program with the intention of creating a more 
“modern’ Arabian,” Greg shares. “The program at that time was creating functional, 
good moving, good-legged and very trainable horses with a strong Polish influence. We 
wanted to increase the length of leg, while retaining the overall balance and symmetry. 
Malik stood 15.3 hands and was extraordinarily correct, with that great length of and 
shape of neck essential to the Mulawa Arabian.” David Boggs of Midwest Training 
Center, who showed TS Al Malik on behalf of the Farrells, remembers him as an 
“extremely powerful and masculine stallion with tremendous depth of hip and an 
incredible neck.” David, confident in TS Al Malik’s future success at Mulawa, asked 
the Farrells when he was purchased, “You do intend to breed her to that beautiful 
white mare Karmaa, right?”

Greg would inherit the role of trainer for both Karmaa and TS Al Malik on 
Australian soil. Always full of energy with a captivating presence, Karmaa was an instant 

favorite at the major shows, winning the 
titles of East Coast and National Stud 
Show Champion with Greg at the lead. 
TS Al Malik was always commanding in 
the ring. “TS Al Malik is most definitely 
an alpha stallion of size, power, and 
authority with an extremely dominant 
personality,” notes Greg. He was twice 
National Stud Show Champion, and 
most importantly as Australian National 
Champion Stallion in 2001.

Given Greg’s personal investment in 
the acquisition and exhibition of Karmaa 
and TS Al Malik, he felt privileged to 
be the first to lead the young Klass into 
the showring. This initial foray at the 
East Coast Championships led to an 
unprecedented achievement: four titles in 
five years, including a clean sweep of all 
four halter divisions offered for colts and 
stallions. Klass became the first horse ever 
to be so honored. Jane remembers that 
first showring experience for Klass, “We 
all had high expectations for him, Greg 
especially, and Klass did not let us down. 
He stood out in a class all his own. It was 
then that I realized that he really was as 
good as we all believed him to be.”

Greg recalls Klass’s four East 
Coast Championships as an “amazing 
achievement,” even more impressive 
considering, “I had the honor to share the 
ring with Klass on every occasion.” While 
recovering from surgery, Greg reluctantly 
handed the lead to Mulawa farm manger 
and trainer Greg Andrews for the 
Australian Championships in 2009. Now 
a Senior Stallion in the prime of his life, 
Klass was crowned Australian National 
Champion Stallion by an esteemed panel 
of international judges. Cindy Reich was 
a member of that panel and reminisces, 
“The first thing when I saw him was how 
impressive he was in all ways. I always 

Klass’s dam Karmaa (Kaborr x AN Marieta by An Malik), 
at 24 years of age.

Joey’s coming …

Above: The daughters of Karmaa in the Pages River at Alabama, from 
left to right are Mulawa Karismaa, Mulawa Aria, Mulawa Kara Mia MI, 
and Mae Marie.

Right: Klass’s full sister Mulawa Marieta with her 2014 filly Matisse 
MI (by Allegiance MI).

Bottom three photos: Klass’s Full Sister Mae Marie with her 2015 filly 
Karmaa Al Shaqab (by Marwan Al Shaqab). Mohammed Al Sulaiti of Al 
Shaqab says, “This year we are pleased to welcome another Karmaa 
descendant to Al Shaqab. The Farrells generously allowed us to 
lease Mae Marie, the full sister of Klass, and in February she foaled 
a superb filly by Marwan Al Shaqab, whom we have named Karmaa Al 
Shaqab, in honor of our appreciation for Karmaa, her family, and her 
impressive contribution to the Arabian horse breed.”

Joey’s here … Joey’s gone.

Karmaa9
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look for a horse that is a ‘complete package’ and Klass was that horse. His balance, type, 
and correct structure grabbed me instantly! Klass perfectly embodied what I most look 
for, but rarely see, in one horse.

 “Klass has superb length of shoulder with a perfect angle,” continues Cindy. 
“His hip is ideal. His length of croup, length of hip and depth of hip are outstanding. 
Klass has correct feet and legs with short cannons — wide tendons, real feet — he is 
structurally nearly ideal. His neck is set high on his gorgeous shoulder, with a good 
arch and turn of mitbah. His beautiful head is unquestionably typey, but distinctly 
masculine. Klass looks like a stallion, and 100 percent Arabian. I love his soft and 
expressive, large eyes. When I see Klass, I see Karmaa’s face in masculine form. I also 
admire his athletic ability and the fact that the Farrells embrace the performance aspect 
of their breeding program. They are the template for breeders who combine beauty and 
type with performance and athleticism.”

This athleticism would be put to the test after Klass’s final halter win. He began 
saddle work that autumn in preparation for a ridden campaign the following show 
season. With internationally accomplished dressage rider Daniella Dierks in the 
saddle, Klass would become the first stallion to win back-to-back Australian National 
Championships as halter horse and a performance horse. Judged 60 percent on type 
and conformation and 40 percent on manners and athletic performance, Klass was the 
winner in a field of accomplished competitors as 2010 Australian National Champion 
Ridden Arabian Stallion.

Never ones to rest on past laurels, the Farrells put Klass in training as a working 
stock horse the next autumn with brilliant horseman Rodney Brown. Rodney speaks of 
Klass with fondness and respect, “Klass is an extremely smart horse, with a confident, 
self-assured manner that made him a natural as a working stock horse. He picked up 
whip cracking with a long stock whip off his back in one lesson — just phenomenal. 

His preliminary training as ridden horse 
with a strong dressage foundation was 
essential to his ability to transition into 
stock work with ease. Inherently, Klass 
is a very athletic horse — balanced with 
natural transitions, good on his feet, 
with a strong hip, laid back shoulder, 
and a long, well positioned neck, with 
a short, strong back and substantial, 
perfectly placed limbs — exactly the 
sort of horse you want to ride! When 
you mount up, he feels like a Ferrari.” 
Rodney adds, “Klass is exceedingly 
happy in his own skin.” Klass would 
go on to win the Australian National 
Champion Working Stock Horse among 
both purebred Arabians and Arabian 
Derivatives, making breed history in 
the process as the first Arabian stallion 
ever to win three successive Australian 
National Championships in three 
separate divisions.

While Klass was busy redefining the 
modern standard for the Arabian horse in 
the showring, the Farrells began to utilize 
him for his deliberately intended purpose: 

TS Al Malik Karmaa with the Farrells: Greg, Julie, and Greg’s 
sister Jane.

    Zurich
   Barich de Washoe
    Aldebaran II
  Espana Tiempo
    Azraff
   Azraffsaa
    Saabra
 Hello Barich Els
    La Basque
   Kobalt
    Fayriefa
  BG Koronation 
    Saba El Sahraa
   Anticipation
    Suzi
                    TS Al Malik
    Ferneyn
   Ferzon
    Fersara
  BF Rageymazon
    Naborr
   Gai-Ga-Rageyma
    Ga-Rageyma
 BF Tiffany Select
    Comar Bay Beau
   RHR Scimitar 
    Brumarba Rahmona
  BF Bint Scimitar 
    Raffi
   Gaffi
    Galatina

K L A S S
    Naseem
   Negatiw
    Taraszcza
  Naborr
    Posejcon 
   Lagodna
    Obra
 Kaborr
    Zitez
   Adibiyez
    Adibiyeh
  Bint Kholamen 
    Wardamar Alla
   Kholameh
    Kholey
                    Karmaa
    Zancudo
   Galero
    Zalema
  AN Malik
    Alhabac
   Ispahan
    Chavali
 AN Marieta
    Fadjur
   Fadjeyn 
    Surra
  AN Fayrosa 
    Neyseyn
   Al Nahr Neyrose
    Raffa
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mare age divisions. Klassical Dream MI 
would also add two Australian National 
Championship titles, before departing 
on an international tour in April 2014. 
Spotted by Christine Jamar the year 
prior, Klassical Dream MI was marketed 
to HRH Prince Khaled bin Sultan bin 
Abdulaziz Al Saud of Al Khalediah 
Stables, Saudi Arabia, with Christine’s 
assistance just prior to her win as East 
Coast and Australian National Champion 
Senior Mare in early 2014. 

Klassical Dream MI embarked on a 
multi-continental tour that began with a 
stop in Las Vegas at the Arabian Breeders 
World Cup just after arriving in North 
America. Philippe Hosay had just a few 
schooling sessions with Klassical Dream 
MI prior to her international debut, 
finishing with a Reserve Championship 
in the class for Mares Aged Six to Eight 
Years. It was then off to Europe where 
Klassical Dream MI would collect 
three successive unanimous Senior 
Mare Championships: at the West 
Coast Cup in Belgium, at the U.K. 
International in England, and at the El 
Jadida International Show in Morocco. 
Klassical Dream MI finished the 2014 
season with her Paris debut, finishing 
second in her qualifying class and earning 
a respectable Top Ten finish at the 
World Championships.

Klassical Dream MI entered the 
ultra-competitive show arena of the 
Arabian Gulf in March 2015, winning 
her class and nabbing Bronze Champion 
Senior Mare honors. Masterfully 
presented at Menton a few months later, 
Klassical Dream emerged victorious in 
her qualifying class, returning on Sunday 
to be named Gold Champion Senior 
Mare and Best in Show Female. Christine 
calls this latest appearance for Klassical 
Dream as, “Extra-special! Klassical 

as a breeding stallion. Greg relates his hopes for Klass, “We were 

confident from the beginning that Klass embodied the ‘modern’ type 
of Arabian that was essential as the next step in the breeding program. 
Standing an impressive 15.2 hands, Klass epitomizes authentic 
Arabian type. If he proved capable of extending the best attributes of 
both his sire and dam to the next generation, we could rest assured his 
long-term influence would be profound.”

The first foals born in the 2008-2009 Australian foaling season 
substantiated the Farrells’ faith in Klass. Among the initial four 
foals were a pair of world-class fillies born to two of Mulawa’s most 
celebrated show mares. The first was Klassical Dream MI, an ultra-
exotic filly that exemplified the best of her sire in perfect combination 
with her accomplished dam, Mustang’s Magnum (Magnum Forty 
Four x Sahtarah by Sahjat), a former undefeated Australian National 
Champion as a yearling filly. She too, like her sire Klass before 
her, would make East Coast Championships history, becoming 
the first mare to be named champion four times in all four filly/

Above and facing page: A close family 
friend and essential member of Team 
Mulawa for over thirty years, Rodney 
Brown has trained, ridden, and presented 
some of the most memorable and talented 
working stock horses in Australia over 
the last several decades, including many 
owned and bred by the Farrell family. 
“Klass loves to gallop — the more you ride 
him, it becomes obvious that he truly loves 
it, says Rodney. “You have no doubt that 
there is a real horse beneath.”

This photo of Klass, ridden here by Daniella Dierks, 
graced the  August 2009 cover of Arabian Horse World.

Klass9
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Dream was incredibly happy and showy 
in Menton, which can be a challenging 
show ground given its hard surface,” she 
says. “She trotted beautifully, tail-up and 
nostrils flaring, very light and elegant, 
turning her head from side to side while 
looking at the crowd and the judges in a 
commanding and confident manner. Her 
stand-up in the championship line-up 
was flawless. Klassical Dream absolutely 
wanted to win that day — she embodies 
everything there is to love and admire 
about the classic Arabian mare.” 

Trainer Philippe Hosay commented, 
“Dream is a lovely mare to have around. 
Easygoing and always with a very 
positive attitude, she enjoys her routine, 
continually improving in her training 
and her self-confidence. The strong 
self-assured character and perseverance 
of this mare makes her very special. 
She absolutely loves to work, especially 
in the showring, which allows me to 
present her without a great amount of 
pressure. I look forward to her making 
the connection of ‘showing off ’ in the 
showring like she never fails to do in the 
paddock at home — tail over her back, 
snorting and blowing with an incredibly 
powerful trot.” When asked to compare 
Klassical Dream to the many superlative 
mares Philippe has had the good fortune 
to show over the years, he adds “Dream is 
most certainly at the top of the list of my 
favorites …”   

Unsolicited admiration from the 
competition is always the highest form of 
praise. Ryan Jones, trainer and handler 
of Menton Silver Champion Senior 
Mare Norma, had this to say of Klassical 
Dream, “Simply stated — outstanding 
quality.” Having had the opportunity to 
visit Mulawa the year prior, Ryan was 
familiar with the potential of Klassical 
Dream. “The overall quality of the Klass 

Klass9
Left: Jane fondly recalls, “Klass 
and TS Al Malik lived side by side 
for some time just below the main 
house at the ‘Ambition’ property, 
and it was great to see their 
relationship. They both love to 
play — with balls, rope, traffic 
cones, anything! When they had 
tossed the toys out of their 
pastures, they would oftentimes 
pull up a long sturdy clump of 
grass, roots and all, to make 
their own toy with which to run 
around their paddocks, twirling.”

Klass Showing His Playful Nature and Stellar Conformation. World-renowned photographer Stuart 
Vesty, who has been photographing the Mulawa horses exclusively since 2009, says, “Klass is quite a 
character. During this particular photo shoot, Klass tossed the ball over the fence into the adjoining 
paddock. When the ball was out of reach and did not return ‘to play’ Klass acted as if he was insulted, 
perturbed by the fact the ball was no longer interested in having fun! Each and every photo session 
with Klass was always a memorable time. We have an inside joke at Mulawa that Klass is the most 
photographed horse on the planet. Having just photographed him again at his new home at Alabama after 
a two-year hiatus, I can honestly say I never grow tired of making great memories with Klass.”
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foals at Mulawa is unquestionably first 
rate,” explains Ryan. “I was especially 
impressed by the Klass daughters; they are 
certain to be very competitive anywhere 
in the world at the highest level.”

The second of the pair of fillies 
sired by Klass in his first foal crop was 
Klassic Harmony MI, a daughter of twice 
Australian Reserve National Champion 
Mare Fames Harmony (Fame Maker R x 
Perfect Harmony by GLF Apollo). This 

was the first of the Klass get to sell overseas and find fame at Al Shaqab Stud, Qatar, as 
a two-year-old. “Love at first sight,” says Mohammed Al Sulaiti, Manager at Al Shaqab. 
“We first encountered ‘Harmony’ when she was the reigning Australian National 
Reserve Champion Yearling Filly. She bounced, snorted, and threw her tail over her 
back. Her head type was exquisite, her conformation almost perfect. We knew she 
could be bred to every one of the Al Shaqab stallions and we procured her immediately 
— it was as simple as that. This is our overall impression of all the Klass offspring in 
general.” 

Emboldened by the promise of Klassical Dream MI and Klassic Harmony MI, 
the Farrells expanded Klass’s mares in successive years to include many of the best in 
the breeding program. “We learned that the ideal cross for Klass were the daughters 
of Magnum Forty Four (Magnum Psyche x WH Nashahna by Bey Shah),” Greg 
says. “Klass also proved equally successful with the daughters of Magnum Psyche 
(Padrons Psyche x A Fancy Miracle by Sasaki) and Padrons Psyche (Padron x Kilika by 
Tamerlan). Fame Maker R (Fame VF x Inschallah El Shaklan by El Shaklan) continues 
to be a good nick, while more recently, the blood of Gazal Al Shaqab (Anaza Al Farid x 
Kajora by Kaborr) has given Mulawa some very promising foals with Klass.” 

Another Klass daughter amassing an impressive show record is Klassical Presence 
MI, a daughter of twice Australian National Champion Parada (Magnum Forty Four 
x Presence by GLF Apollo). Klassical Presence has been a sensation in the showring, 
setting the standard as the first filly to win back-to-back Australian National Champion 
Junior Filly titles as both a two- and a three-year-old. 

Another big winner for Klass is Klassical Devotion MI (x Mulawa Kiara by 
Magnum Psyche). Linebred to foundation mare Karmaa through both sire and dam, 
Klassical Devotion was one of the first Klass foals to prove the wisdom of line breeding 
to the Karmaa tail-female descendants. Undefeated in her first show season as both 

Above and facing page top right: Klass at the very first Vesty shoot in March 2009. 

Facing page, top left: Klass in March 2015.
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Klass pictured as a yearling.
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National Stud Show and Australian 
National Champion Yearling Filly, 
Klassical Devotion was also named East 
Coast Champion Two-Year-Old Filly 
this past February. Her only runner-up 
finish to date was at the 2015 Australian 
National Championships, where she won 
the qualifying heat for two-year-old fillies 
with the highest score in that class, but 
finished as National Reserve Champion 
Junior Mare behind Klassical Presence MI 
in the championship. 

“In our view,” Greg says, “Klass 
daughters are classically Arabian and 
feminine, extremely dry in the face and 
skin, with excellent frames and size, 
beautiful movement and tail carriage, a 
natural poise, an intelligent curiosity, and 
an inherent interest in their surroundings. 
As Klass was most definitely his mother’s 
son, the ethereal beauty and quality of 
Karmaa is readily apparent in all the Klass 
daughters.” Jane adds, “Karmaa had a 
regal sense of self-assured serenity about 
her that Klass and his daughters share. 
We tend to think of Klass daughters as 

Videographer and photographer 
Darryl Larson recalls a special 
moment with Klassical Dream MI 
outside of the showring. “Filming 
Klassical Dream was an Arabian 
horse memory forever etched in 
my mind. One of our sessions with 
Dream was near the end of the 
day. As we were waiting for the 
magic light, a few clouds rolled 
in and promised to spoil our hopes 
for Dream. All of a sudden the 
clouds broke and the field was 
filled with a golden stream of 
light. It was a very excited group 
who raced to get in place to 
capture the perfection — none 
were more excited than Dream 
herself. Tail up with nostrils 
flaring, she seemed to know the 
moment was all about her.”

a collective; they are all really special to 
us. To be given a name that includes the 
words ‘Klassical’ or ‘Klassic,’ as they all 
do, is a distinct honor, placing them in a 
special class of their own.”

Through the last seven foaling 
seasons, Greg has learned to assess the 
Klass foals with care and optimism. “Klass 
progeny, like himself,” Greg relates, 
“continue to improve as they mature. 
As foals, they are so often leggy and 
awkward, all the while exhibiting glimpses 
of promise and potential. Once they 
become yearlings, they begin to resemble 
the more balanced phenotype of their sire, 
becoming more refined and drier with 

facing page, left, and below: 
Klassical Dream MI (x Mustangs 
Magnum by Magnum Forty Four).

Christine Jamar recalls 
her first encounter with 
Klassical Dream MI at 
Mulawa, “I was taken 
aback by just how big 
and beautiful Klassical 
Dream MI was in person. I 
had heard many positive 
comments about how 
special she was, but I 
wasn’t prepared for her 
femininity, elegance, 
refinement, and exotic 
beauty. She was a 
perfectly complete mare, 
with a beautifully clean 
neck, a fantastic show 
attitude and a powerful, 
animated trot. She has 
this way of looking 
at you, looking right 
through you actually, 
with these big, black, 
captivating eyes and 
her nostrils flared, 
like a classic Arabian 
mare that has stepped 
right out a 19th-century 
painting or right off 
the desert sands. It was 
because of Klassical 
Dream MI that I took a 
great interest in her sire 
Klass. He is a big, strong, 
extremely elegant 
and perfectly correct 
stallion, who I believe 
could have a tremendous 
impact in Europe as a 
breeding horse.”

Klassical Dream9MI
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the pun, he is quite simply ‘pure class!’ His most important contribution to the future 
of the Arabian bred is the fact that he is a fantastic out-cross, with no Padrons Psyche 
or Gazal Al Shaqab in his pedigree. Without great stallions like Klass, Arabian horse 
breeding is going to get stuck in a corner of line breeding.”

Bart van Buggenhout, manager of Al Jassimya Stud, U.S., shares a similar 
sentiment. “Before I the had the good fortune to see Klass, I saw several of his get. I 
was impressed by all of them, not only by their overall balance and correctness, but also 
their classic good looks, with big eyes and ‘look-at-me’ attitudes. My first impression 
of Klass was one of awe — this stallion possessed everything I was hoping to discover: 
balance, athletic ability and a marvellous attitude. He was the consummate gentleman 
with a show button when needed. In today’s world every breeder has the same 
questions: ‘Who is the next important stallion?’ and/or ‘Where can we find the next 
effective outcross?’ Breeders all seem to be swimming around in the same gene pool 
over and over again! I believe Klass has great potential to play an important role in the 
future of the Arabian breed worldwide.”

Mohammed Al Sulaiti also feels strongly about the source of Klass’s excellence as 
a breeding stallion. “Klass is a consistent sire of the highest calibre, a characteristic we 
are eager to incorporate into the Al Shaqab breeding program,” shares Mohammed. 

each passing year, especially in their faces 
as well as in overall bone and skin quality. 
As Klass is a homozygous grey sire, we 
have learned to be patient with his get 
that have taken longer to turn white, 
especially those out of the Magnum Forty 
Four daughters.”

When discussing the current crop of 
Klass foals, Greg explains, “We could not 
be more pleased or excited with the fillies 
sired by Klass this past season. Klassical 
Enchantment MI (x Chance to Dance by 
Magnum Forty Four) is extraordinarily 
refined and feminine, as are Klassic Gaeity 
MI (x Glamour MI by Gazal Al Shaqab) 
and Klassical Aspiration MI (x Mulawa 
Aspiring by Magnum Forty Four). Also 
this has been one of the strongest in terms 
of colts. Kommand MI (x Mustang’s 
Magnum by Magnum Forty Four) is a 
full sibling to Klassical Dream MI and a 
near carbon copy of his sire at the same 
age in conformation and personality. 
Another is the imposing Archangel MI (x 
Mulawa Dark Angel by Magnum Psyche), 
a tall charismatic colt, born exotic 
and complete. Klass also had his first 
grand-get this past season: a filly named 
Fantasia MI. Sired by Australian National 
Champion Kavalle MI (Gazal Al Shaqab x 
Karess by Magnum Forty Four), Fantasia 
is out of MI Klassic Fantasy, a full sister to 
Klassical Dream and Kommand, as well 
as double-Karmaa. Fantasia is extremely 
beautiful and balanced, with Klass’s 
refinement and dryness, and overall 
balance and self-carriage of both her sire 
and maternal grandsire.”

For Klass, his future as a breeding 
stallion not only at Mulawa, but on the 
world stage, is bright with possibility 
and promise. Ryan Jones firmly believes 
that “Klass has been overlooked by many 
breeders all over the world. Pardoning 

Daughters9
Left: Klassical Presence MI (x 
Parada by Magnum Forty Four).

The 2014 Australian National Champion Daughters of Klass: 
Klassical Devotion MI, Klassical Presence MI, and Klassical 
Dream MI.

Below: Klassical Devotion MI (x 
Mulawa Kiara by Magnum Psyche).

The Farrell Family: Katharine, Greg, Julie and Gregory James with 
Klassical Presence MI (Klass x Parada).

Bottom right: The 2015 Australian National Champion and 
Reserve Champion Junior Mares: Klassical Devotion MI and 
Klassical Presence MI. This domination of the Klass daughters 
as both Champion and Reserve Champion in the Junior Mare 
division at the Australian National Championships was the 
second successive record setting achievement for Klass. The 
year prior, the Klass daughters swept every single division 
offered for females at the show with Klassical Devotion MI 
winning the title of Australian National Champion Yearling 
Filly, Klassical Presence MI capturing honors as Australian 
National Champion Junior Filly, and Klassical Dream MI 
donning the roses as Australian National Champion Senior 

Mare. No other breeding stallion has 
come even close to achieving this kind 
of success in the over 30-year history 
of the show. When one considers that 
Klass had sired only ten daughters 
eligible to compete at the Australian 
National Championships, all the more 
impressive.
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“We had the great privilege of meeting 
the magnificent Karmaa, a glorious, 
mature mare and a paternal sister to our 
own Kajora (x Edjora by Exelsjor), who 
founded her own extraordinary family of 
global significance. We attribute Klass’s 
outstanding siring ability to Karmaa’s 

invaluable influence.”
Cindy Reich adds her perspective 

from the international showring, “Klass 
appears to be consistent in the attributes 
he passes on to his offspring. I have had 
the pleasure of judging many of his get 
over the years in Australia and abroad and 
I can expect the Klass foals to possess his 
same strength of body, especially over the 
back, croup and hip, as he does. Klass 
also passes on structural correctness and 
an abundance of type. I would have to 
say, however, that the body structure of 
his offspring is paramount. It is getting 
harder and harder to get good square hips 
and length of croup while maintaining a 
strong back and loin. Klass remains one 

of the single best sources of outstanding structure in the Arabian breed worldwide.”
Julie remembers Klass as the “consummate gentleman” while in residence on the 

Ambition side of the main Mulawa property in the state-of-the-art performance barn. 
It was here that Klass lived side by side with the huge Warmblood stallion Aber Hallo 
29, a German import. “They both got on incredibly well,” says Greg, “exhibiting the 
best attributes of two amazing horse breeds.” Adds Julie, “Klass was always a delight 
to be around during his two years of saddle work. He is naturally inquisitive and 

kind, and thrived on the attention from the staff, especially when it came to carrots! 
Klass enjoys life each and every day, eager to please all ‘his’ people, while retaining a 
mischievously cheeky side!”

With Klass now firmly occupying chief sire status at Mulawa, the decision was 
made in 2013 to relocate him to the main breeding facility of Alabama near Scone, 
the “Horse Capital of Australia.” This relocation was pursued on a trial basis only, 
as the move would be conditional on Klass’s acceptance of his new surroundings. 
Slipping seamlessly into his new life, Klass is now the “King of Alabama.” Thriving 
in equine paradise, Klass enjoys a custom-built stable with an incredible view, close 
to the collecting station, and complete with two exclusive turn-out paddocks to enjoy 
the countryside. All of this well-deserved, practical luxury is shared with his full-time 
neighbour Sovereign Wings (Magnum Psyche x On Angels Wings by TS Al Malik), a 
former Australian National Champion Arabian Gelding Under Saddle who now serves 
as Klass’s constant companion.

Daniel Barbosa, Mulawa breeding manager and daily caretaker to Klass, reflects 
on his life at Alabama. “Klass is very much a horse who likes his routine. He recognizes 
and respects his people, and enjoys his daily turn-out next to his buddy Sovereign 

Daughters9

Among the Klass daughters born in 2010 were 
two successful show fillies, both of whom have 
now joined the Mulawa broodmare band: East 
Coast Champion and Australian National Reserve 
Champion MI Klassic Fantasy (x Mustangs Magnum 
by Magnum Forty Four), top left, a full sister to 
Klassical Dream MI; and Klassical Inspiration MI (x 
Aspired by Parkview Audacious), top right, National 
Stud Show Reserve Champion Yearling Filly. 

Other promising Klass daughters joining the 
esteemed group of Mulawa broodmares this 
season and next are Klassic Elegance MI (x 
Mulawa Kiara by Magnum Psyche), pictured 
bottom right, Klassical Faith MI (x Karess by 
Magnum Forty Four), pictured on facing page as 
a weanling with her dam Karess, and Klassical 
Serenity MI (x Sahtarah by Sahjat).

Bottom left: Klassic Harmony MI (x Fames 
Harmony by Fame Maker R).
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Wings. He is a horse who commands 
loyalty, love and respect by those who 
work with him.” Greg reiterates this same 
sentiment of Klass, stating that he “enjoys 
being doted on, and clearly understands 
that he is adored by the entire Mulawa 
team.” One of his most endearing habits 
is to curl up in the lush, soft, green grass 
of his turn-out paddock and enjoy a 
morning as well as an afternoon nap in 
sunshine.

For Greg, Klass represents the 
Arabian ideal in stallion form. “We 
humbly believe that Klass has much to 
contribute to the Arabian breed, both 
long-term and worldwide. The distinctive 
‘Klass’ look is unmistakable, and in so 
many ways, a return to the classic Arabian 
horse, with which so many of us fell 
in love. As a breeding stallion, Klass is 
critical to Mulawa’s sucess. We intend to 
retain a number of his daughters in the 
broodmare band, and look forward to 
utilizing his sons in the next generation. 
Every successful breeding program 
must continue to evolve. Our aim is to 

incorporate a large number of Klass descendants within the breeding herd, in an effort 
to maintain and strengthen the classic Arabian horse that exemplifies both beauty 
and utility. It is our hope that for many years to come, Mulawa will still be producing 
Arabian horses of world-class calibre and usefulness, with that special touch of Klass.”

Outside of the showring and breeding barn, Klass was recently honored with the 
highest reward bestowed annually by a World Arabian Horse Organization member 
country, as 2015 WAHO Horse of the Year. This award, given to an individual who 
best represents the Arabian horse as a sterling ambassador for the breed, could not have 
found a more worthy recipient in Klass, a stallion who has single-handedly raised the 
profile of the Australian Arabian on a global scale, while simultaneously reinvigorating 
the classic ideal of the authentic Arabian horse, capable not only of looking like the 
breed standard, but being the breed standard as a versatile, willing, equine athlete. 
Greg, Julie, and Jane are each “honored and thrilled” that Klass was chosen for this 
prestigious distinction, confident in the knowledge that his long-term contribution to 
the Arabian horse and the equine world at large is just beginning to reveal itself with 
profound recognition.

Australian National Champion Krusade MI (x DM Marcedes True Love 
by RHR Marcedes). Cameron Bonney, halter trainer at Mulawa, is 
responsible for weaning, handling, preparing, and presenting more 
Klass get than anyone. “After working with all the Klass offspring 
born to date,” says Cameron, “I can say that they all share very 
similar dispositions. All of them exude an air of importance, with 
high opinions of themselves! As young weanlings, they tend to be 
a tad aloof, although they are always extremely intelligent and 
trainable. The Klass foals manage to take everything in stride with 
their confident, easygoing attitudes, learning to be good citizens 
at ‘Mulawa bootcamp’ comfortably and at their own pace. We have 
learned to reserve any judgement on the Klass foals around 
weaning, as nearly every one has blossomed into an incredible 
individual past the yearling year. Once they become show horses, it 
is as if all they have to do is show up on the day and be themselves, 
and the inherent quality they possess shines through to the 
winners circle.”

Sons9

Australian National Reserve 
Champion Konfidence MI (x Karess 
by Magnum Forty Four).

Klassical Devotion9MI

“Given the recent multi-continental 
success of Klassical Dream MI for Al 
Khalediah,” explain Greg, Julie and 
Jane, “we have very high expectations 
for Australian National Champions 
Klassical Devotion MI, pictured Top, 
and Klassical Presence MI, pictured 
at right, as potential international 
showring stars. Both are maturing 
into superlative examples of 
everything we expect in the daughters 
of Klass, each becoming more elegant, 
refined, and feminine, as well as 
more charismatic, captivating, and 
confident, every time they step into 
the ring.” Jeff Wintersteen adds, 
“Having had the privilege to see both 
Presence and Devotion at every stage 
of their lives at Mulawa, the success 
of Dream on the world stage is just 
the beginning for this extraordinary 
sire. For Klass and his daughters, 
Paris is calling …”

Klassical Presence9MI
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Michael Byatt, Michael Byatt 

Arabians, U.S.: When a program is 
represented by six and seven generations, 
with an owner able to speak to each of 
those generations, that is really exciting 
to me. And such is Mulawa. Time spent 
with the Farrells guarantees an intelligent 
conversation. 

This knowledge has led to the creation 
of Klass, a stallion with immense 
breedability. He is a horse with structural 
integrity combined with the artistic 
quality to make him memorable. His 
ability to pass this along to his progeny is 
evidenced by the many get he has around 
the world that are making an impact 
both in the showring and in the breeding 
programs they enhance.

Andrew Sellman, Argent Farms, 

U.S.: Klass and his offspring have 
Arabian type with correctness. Klass and 
his foals are also very athletic and usable 
as performance horses with great feet and 
legs. The Klass daughters are special — I 
would be honored to accompany all these 
mares into the ring anytime, anyplace!

I have tremendous respect for the Farrells 
and everything going on at Mulawa. They 
have great foresight and their intelligence 
is apparent in everything, from how they 
choose their employees to their decisions. 
Their decisions are as thoughtful as I’ve 
seen in this industry.

Tom Schoukens, Schoukens 

Training Center, Belgium: I 
really appreciate Klass. His excellent 
conformation, trainability and mind 
make him very special. But in my opinion 
his best feature is his breeding. He’s 
beautifully bred, mainly through his dam 
Karmaa. His pedigree is so different from 
many of the pedigrees we see today in our 
modern show world. This should make 
Klass a great outcross to any breeding 
program.

After my first visit to Mulawa, I was 
really impressed with the overall quality 
of his offspring. I loved the mare Klassical 
Dream MI, but also Klassical Presence 

and Klassical Devotion, both of whom are world-class fillies. Their correctness and 
structure make them great show horses. I expect all of them to become excellent broodmares 
as well.

The Farrells have one of the best breeding programs in the world. I loved their horses, the 
farm, and all of the staff. Most of all their involvement with the Arabian horse and their 
hospitality are second to none. Everybody in the Arabian horse world should take the time 
to visit this wonderful place!”

Olivia Strauch, Las Rosas Arabians, Uruguay: I have admired the Farrells’ 
breeding program for a long time. They’ve made wise decisions through the years, and the 
love and respect they have for the Arabian breed is evident. 

Their chief stallion Klass is an extremely classic horse. His daughters are all wonderfully 
balanced and charismatic mares, with the potential to be champions in the ring as well 
as wonderful broodmares for any program in the world. With the Karmaa dam line they 
cannot help but succeed on every level. Their success in the ring is already tested, with 
the fantastic win of Klassical Dream MI in Menton for Al Khalediah Stud, along with 
the achievements of her National Champion sisters Klassical Presence MI and Klassical 
Devotion MI in Australia.

I trust the knowledge and expertise of the people on Team Mulawa to keep Klass siring 
top-quality show and breeding horses. There is no doubt that Klass will continue to make 
a significant contribution to the breed worldwide, with a lasting legacy.

Sandro Pinha, Arabian International, U.S.: Klass is one of the most well-
balanced breeding stallions I have ever seen, and it’s impressive to see the quality of Klass 
foals with great bodies, legs, and movement. 

The Farrells have absolutely mastered the art of breeding and are consistently creating 
some outstanding horses with a perfect blend of type, conformation, and sound minds. 
The Farrells are truly the most gracious people I have ever had the pleasure to meet in the 
Arabian horse world. They are always willing to generously share their knowledge with 
you. It has been a highlight of my life to visit the Farrells, their beautiful farm, and their 
very special horses.

Ward Bemong, Athbah Stud, Saudi Arabia: I was eager to get to know and 
understand the Mulawa breeding program and visited recently. I was not very familiar 
with the mare lines and some of the sires they use. I was impressed, particularly with 
Klass, who is a very elegant, classic stallion. Going through the pastures and seeing all the 
horses, it was quite easy to pick out the Klass daughters. My plan is to try and visit them 
on a yearly basis to continue to learn, and to see how they improve their great program.

Jeff Wintersteen, Arabian Horse World, U.S.: If there is horse heaven on earth 
outside of Poland, it must be Mulawa. Greg, Julie, and Jane Farrell’s passion for the 
Arabian is only matched by their integrity and compassion for the animals in their care. 

The soul of this special place is Klass, who’s achievements are well known. Klass is a perfect 
embodiment of the best mental and physical attributes. He is balanced, correct, and typey, 
not extreme nor lacking in any aspect.

My affection for Klass has only grown over the years through his winning progeny at the 
Australian National Championships. His fillies especially, possess the balance, structure, 
and grey coat color of their sire, along with the large, liquid eyes, refined necks, femininity 
and presence that must be experienced to be fully appreciate.

Bart van Buggenhout, Al Jassimya Farm, U.S.: My visit to Mulawa, to both 
the principal farm in Sydney as well as the breeding center at Alabama near Scone, 
was an amazing experience. I wish we would see more breeders and owners like them 
in our Arabian horse world: dedicated, loving, and fair. I have a tremendous respect 
and gratitude for them and all they continue to do for the Arabian horse. It gives me 
great joy to see the Mulawa horses achieving internationally, as they deserve every bit of 
success. I can see a long and successful road ahead for Mulawa, the Farrell family, and 
their wonderful Arabian horses. I soon hope to visit again very soon!

Darryl Larson, Darryl Larson Productions, U.S.: I had the honor of being 
introduced to Klass and came away with respect for him as an individual and for the 
job he was doing as a consistent sire of quality, balance, and style. His ethereal beauty 
and confident, all-knowing demeanor are truly inspiring.

It was great fun knowing his breeding, and walking back in time to the unforgettable 
moments of seeing his sire TS Al Malik in the showring, as well as remembering all 
the beautiful white Kaborr daughters at the Chauncey sales and knowing his mother 
Karmaa was an elegant representative. 

For me, Klass represents much of the magic that influenced my entrance into the world 
of Arabian horses.

Cindy Reich, U.S.: The Farrells have given so much to this industry in so many ways 
that many people will never know — they are true breeders and are totally committed 
to the Arabian horse.

The fact that they use their horses under saddle is so vitally important. They have shown 
clearly that you can have a beautiful Arabian horse that is also an athlete. So many 
breeding programs are only chasing a “portrait” horse that is not functional at all. The 
Arabian horse was forged in the desert as an extraordinary athlete in the harshest of 
conditions. We cannot lose the functional aspect of what makes these horses unique — 
the Farrells are ensuring their horses are functional as well as beautiful. 

Renata Schibler, Switzerland: The Mulawa program, now several generations 
strong, is one of the best in terms of quality anywhere in the world. Type, balance, 
structural correctness, and athletic ability are prevalent. Klass is leading the way for 
Mulawa with his many world-class offspring, especially his exceptionally beautiful 
daughters. The best for Klass and Mulawa is still to come!”   

David Boggs, Midwest Training Center, U.S.: I was fortunate to have shown 
the sire of Klass, TS Al Malik, and his maternal grandsire Kaborr, as well as another 
Mulawa foundation stallion, Magnum Forty Four. I also had strong ties to the breeders 
of the outstanding stock in Klass’s pedigree, like Jay Stream, who bred AN Marieta, Tom 
Chauncey who bred Kaborr, and Dave Bishop and Dan Gainey who are behind Klass 
through his paternal grandam BF Tiffany Select. 

I have met few people over the years who have the depth of commitment and passion 
as Greg, Julie, and Jane. Their care of their horses and the integrity with which they 
operate is absolutely impeccable, and every visit to Mulawa creates a comfort and 
enjoyment level as you simply sink into the goodness all around you. Bravo Mulawa, 
Bravo!

Stuart Vesty, Vesty Photography, 

U.S.: I think Klass could be considered 
everyone’s Arabian. Regardless of what 
strain or type of Arabian you gravitate 
toward, you can’t help but like him. He’s 
beautiful, he’s sensible, he’s trainable 
— and he passes those qualities on to 
his offspring. His daughters are simply 
stunning, and because of Klass’s unique 
pedigree, they would make a wonderful 
outcross for most breeding programs. 

The Farrells have been producing amazing 
horses for decades, and in the last few 
years the Mulawa vision has proven its 
competitiveness on the world stage. I truly 
love Australia, but I’m not sure the long 
plane ride would be nearly as tolerable 
if I wasn’t photographing such beautiful 
animals, owned by such wonderful people, 
in the most amazing country. A trip Down 
Under, with a must-see stop at Mulawa, 
should be on everyone’s bucket list!

Keith Krichke, Krichke Training 

Center, U.S.: The Farrells — Greg, 
Julie, Jane and the entire family — are 
truly some of the most generous and 
genuine people I have ever had the 
pleasure to meet. Mulawa Arabian Stud 
is one of the most rewarding places to visit 
in this global community of the Arabian 
horse.

Klass continues to impress me a horse, 
but especially as a sire. He is one of 
those rare individuals who consistently 
sires foals that exceed his best attributes. 
This is especially true of his daughters, 
all of whom are extremely exotic and 
beautiful, with refinement and chiselled 
faces, distinct dry cheekbones, large, 
dark, well-placed eyes and huge nostrils. 
More than just pretty faces, the Klass 
daughters are also extremely correct with 
powerful athleticism, ideal shoulders and 
balanced elegance. They typify exactly the 
kind of horse Mulawa strives to create 
— the beautiful, all-around athlete that 
exemplifies the breed ideal of form-to-
function, capable of succeeding anywhere 
in the world with unqualified success.

TheInternational Community9 Speaks Out9
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Klass  — 
In a class 
of his 
own.
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This photo of Klass and Daniella Dierks hangs in the International Museum of the Horse at 
the Kentucky Horse Park to represent the versatility of the Arabian breed in Australia.

Brochure inside back cover

 “Breeding horses creates many opportunities for both joy and heartbreak. Klass brings us 

so much pleasure in infinite ways. Having been born and raised at the farm, and being the 

entertaining and inspiring character that he is, irrespective of his achievements, Klass is an 

essential part of the family.”

— Jane Farrell
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